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Clothes, Fashion, Wearables, Accessories 7s 

A 

ABOLLAE AABELLO ABOLLA, cloak worn in ancient Rome [n] 

ADORNER ADENORR one that adorns (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [n -S] 

AFGHANS AAFGHNS AFGHAN, woolen blanket or shawl [n] 

AGRAFES AAEFGRS AGRAFE, agraffe (ornamental clasp) [n] 

AGRAFFE AAEFFGR ornamental clasp [n -S] 

AIGLETS AEGILST AIGLET, aglet (metal sheath at end of lace) [n] 

AIGRETS AEGIRST AIGRET, aigrette (tuft of feathers worn as head ornament) [n] 

ALAMODE AADELMO silk fabric [n -S] 

ALASKAS AAAKLSS ALASKA, heavy fabric [n] 

ALENCON ACELNNO needlepoint lace [n -S] 

ALFORJA AAFJLOR leather bag [n -S] 

ALLOVER AELLORV fabric having pattern extending over entire surface [n -S] 

ALMUCES ACELMSU ALMUCE, hooded cape [n] 

ALTERER AEELRRT one that alters (to make different) [n -S] 

AMAUTIK AAIKMTU Inuit woman's parka [n -S] 

AMAUTIS AAIMSTU AMAUTI, amautik (Inuit woman's parka) [n] 

AMULETS AELMSTU AMULET, object worn to protect against evil or injury [n] 

ANADEMS AADEMNS ANADEM, wreath for head [n] 

ANGORAS AAGNORS ANGORA, long, silky hair of domestic goat [n] 

ANKLETS AEKLNST ANKLET, ornament for ankle [n] 

ANORAKS AAKNORS ANORAK, parka (hooded garment) [n] 

ANTIFUR AFINRTU opposed to wearing of animal furs [adj] 

APPAREL AAELPPR to provide with outer garments [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

APRONED ADENOPR APRON, to provide with apron (garment worn to protect one's clothing) [v] 

ARCTICS ACCIRST ARCTIC, warm, waterproof overshoe [n] 

ARGYLES AEGLRSY ARGYLE, knitting pattern [n] 

ARGYLLS AGLLRSY ARGYLL, argyle (knitting pattern) [n] 

ARMBAND AABDMNR band worn around arm [n -S] 

ARMHOLE AEHLMOR opening for arm in garment [n -S] 

ARMIGER AEGIMRR one who carries armor of knight [n -S] 

ARMLETS AELMRST ARMLET, armband (band worn around arm) [n] 

ARMORED ADEMORR ARMOR, to furnish with armor (defensive covering) [v] 

ARMORER AEMORRR one that makes or repairs armor [n -S] 

ARMOURS AMORRSU ARMOUR, to armor (to furnish with armor (defensive covering)) [v] 

ARMURES AEMRRSU ARMURE, woven fabric [n] 

ARTIGIS AGIIRST ARTIGI, atigi (type of Inuit parka) [n] 

ATTIRED ADEIRTT ATTIRE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

ATTIRES AEIRSTT ATTIRE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 
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BABICHE ABBCEHI rawhide thongs [n -S] 

BAGGIER ABEGGIR BAGGY, loose-fitting [adj] 

BAGGILY ABGGILY BAGGY, loose-fitting [adv] 

BAGWIGS ABGGISW BAGWIG, type of wig [n] 
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BALDRIC ABCDILR shoulder belt [n -S] 

BANDAGE AABDEGN to cover wound with strip of cloth [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BANDANA AAABDNN bandanna (large, colored handkerchief) [n -S] 

BANDEAU AABDENU headband (band worn on head) [n -S, -X] 

BANGLES ABEGLNS BANGLE, bracelet (wrist ornament) [n] 

BANNETS ABENNST BANNET, bonnet [n] 

BARBUTS ABBRSTU BARBUT, type of helmet [n] 

BARDING ABDGINR BARD, to armor horse [v] / BARDE [v] 

BAREFIT ABEFIRT barefoot (being without shoes) [adj] 

BAREGES ABEEGRS BAREGE, sheer fabric [n] 

BARRETS ABERRST BARRET, flat cap [n] 

BASHLYK ABHKLSY cloth hood [n -S] 

BASINET ABEINST medieval helmet [n -S] 

BASQUES ABEQSSU BASQUE, bodice (corset) [n] 

BASTERS ABERSST BASTER, one that bastes (to sew loosely together) [n] 

BASTING ABGINST thread used by baster [n -S] / BASTE, to sew loosely together [v] 

BATIKED ABDEIKT BATIK, to dye fabric by particular process [v] 

BATISTE ABEISTT sheer fabric [n -S] 

BATTIKS ABIKSTT BATTIK, fabric dyed by batiking [n] 

BATTING ABGINTT batt (sheet of cotton) [n -S] 

BAUBLES ABBELSU BAUBLE, cheap trinket [n] 

BAWDRIC ABCDIRW baldric (shoulder belt) [n -S] 

BEADERS ABDEERS BEADER, one that beads (to adorn with beads (round pieces of glass) [n] 

BEADIER ABDEEIR BEADY, resembling beads (round pieces of glass) 

BEADING ABDEGIN BEAD, to adorn with beads (round pieces of glass) [v] 

BEANIES ABEEINS BEANIE, small cap [n] 

BECLOAK ABCEKLO to place cloak on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDECKS BCDEEKS BEDECK, to clothe with finery [v] 

BEDGOWN BDEGNOW dressing gown [n -S] 

BEDIGHT BDEGHIT to bedeck (to clothe with finery) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDIZEN BDEEINZ to dress gaudily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDSOCK BCDEKOS sock for wear in bed [n -S] 

BEETLER BEEELRT one that operates cloth-finishing machine [n -S] 

BEJEWEL BEEEJLW to adorn with jewels [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

BELACED ABCDEEL adorned with lace [adj] 

BELTERS BEELRST BELTER, one that belts (to fasten with belt (strap or band worn around waist)) [n] 

BELTING BGEILNT material for belts [n -S]  

BERETTA ABEERTT biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

BEROBED BBDEEOR wearing robe [adj] 

BIBELOT BBEILLOT trinket [n -S] 

BIBLESS BBEILSS having no bib (cloth covering) [adj] 

BIBLIKE BBEIIKL resembling bib (cloth covering) [adj] 

BICORNE BCEINOR type of hat [n -S] 

BICORNS BCINORS BICORN, bicorne (type of hat) [n] 

BIRETTA ABEIRTT cap worn by clergymen [n -S] 

BLANKIE ABEIKLN child’s blanket [n -S] 

BLAZERS ABELRSZ BLAZER, lightweight jacket [n] 
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BLINGED BDEGILN BLING, to adopt flamboyant appearance [v] 

BLOUSED BDELOSU BLOUSE, to hang loosely [v] 

BLOUSES BELOSSU BLOUSE, to hang loosely [v] 

BLOUSON BLNOOSU woman's garment [n -S] 

BLUCHER BCEHLRU half boot [n -S] 

BLUEING BEGILNU bluing (fabric coloring) [n -S] / BLUE, to make blue [v] 

BLUINGS BGILNSU BLUING, fabric coloring [n] 

BOBBINS BBBINOS BOBBIN, thread holder [n] 

BODICES BCDEIOS BODICE, corset [n] 

BOLIVIA ABIILOV soft fabric [n] 

BONNETS BENNOST BONNET, to provide with bonnet (type of hat) [v] 

BOOTEES BEEOOST BOOTEE, baby's sock [n] 

BOOTERY BEOORTY shoe store [n -RIES] 

BOOTIES BEIOOST BOOTIE, bootee (baby's sock) [n] 

BOUBOUS BBOOSUU BOUBOU, long flowing garment 

BOUCLES BCELOSU BOUCLE, knitted fabric [n] 

BRAIDED ABDDEIR BRAID, to weave together [v] 

BRAIDER ABDEIRR one that braids (to weave together) [n -S] 

BRALESS ABELRSS wearing no bra [adj] 

BROCADE ABCDEOR to weave with raised design [v -D, -DING, -S] 

BROGANS ABGNORS BROGAN, heavy shoe [n] 

BROIDER BDEIORR to adorn with needlework [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUCKRAM ABCKMRU to stiffen (to make stiff) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUMBAGS ABBGMSU BUMBAG, pack that straps to waist [n] 

BURKHAS ABHKRSU BURKHA, burka (long loose outer garment worn by some Muslim women) [n] 

BURLAPS ABLPRSU BURLAP, coarse fabric [n] 

BURLERS BELRRSU BURLER, one that burls (to finish cloth by removing lumps) [n] 

BURLING BGILNRU BURL, to finish cloth by removing lumps [v] 

BURNOUS BNORSUU burnoose (hooded cloak) [n -ES] 

BUSBIES BBEISSU BUSBY, tall fur hat [n] 

BUSHELS BEHLSSU BUSHEL, to mend clothing [v] 

BUSKINS BIKNSSU BUSKIN, high shoe [n] 

BUSTIER BEIRSTU woman's undergarment [n -S]  

BUTTONS BNOSTTU BUTTON, to fasten with button (small disk) [v] 

BUTTONY BNOTTUY resembling button [adj] 

BUZZWIG BGIUWZZ large, thick wig [n -S] 

BYRNIES BEINRSY BYRNIE, armored shirt [n] 
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CACHOUS ACCHOSU CACHOU, catechu (resin used in tanning) [n] 

CADDICE ACCDDEI caddis (coarse woolen fabric) [n -S] 

CAESTUS ACESSTU cestus (belt or girdle) [n -ES] 

CAFTANS AACFNST CAFTAN, full-length tunic [n] 

CAGOULE ACEGLOU hooded waterproof garment [n -S] 

CALICOS ACCILOS CALICO, cotton fabric [n] 

CALOTTE ACELOTT skullcap (close-fitting cap) [n -S] 
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CALPACK AACCKLP calpac (sheepskin hat) [n -S] 

CALPACS AACCLPS CALPAC, sheepskin hat [n] 

CAMAILS AACILMS CAMAIL, piece of armor for neck [n] 

CAMBRIC ABCCIMR fine linen [n -S] 

CAMISAS AACIMSS CAMISA, shirt or chemise [n] 

CAMISES ACEIMSS CAMISE, loose shirt or gown [n] 

CAMISIA AACIIMS camise (loose shirt or gown) [n -S] 

CAMLETS ACELMST CAMLET, durable fabric [n] 

CAMMIES ACEIMMS CAMMIE, camouflage [n] 

CAPELET ACEELPT small cape [n -S] 

CAPLESS ACELPSS being without cap [adj] 

CAPOTES ACEOPST CAPOTE, hooded cloak or overcoat [n] 

CAPOUCH ACCHOPU capuche (hood or cowl) [n -ES] 

CAPPERS ACEPPRS CAPPER, capmaker (one that makes caps) [n] 

CAPPING ACGINPP CAP, provide with cap (type of head covering) [v] 

CAPUCHE ACCEHPU hood or cowl [n -S] 

CARDING ACDGINR process of combing and cleaning cotton fibers; cleaned and combed fibers [n -S] 

CASHOOS ACHOOSS CASHOO, catechu (resin used in tanning) [n] 

CASIMIRE ACEIIMRS casimere (woolen fabric) [n -S] 

CASQUED ACDEQSU CASQUE, helmet [adj] 

CASQUES ACEQSSU CASQUE, helmet [n] 

CASSOCK ACCKOSS long garment worn by clergymen [n -S] 

CATECHU ACCEHTU resin used in tanning [n -S] 

CATSUIT ACISTTU close-fitting one-piece garment [n -S] 

CHADARS AACDHRS CHADAR, chador (large shawl) [n] 

CHADORS ACDHORS large shawl [n] 

CHALLIE ACEHILL challis (light fabric) [n -S] 

CHALLIS ACHILLS light fabric [n -ES] 

CHAMOIS ACHIMOS soft leather [n -IX] / to prepare leather like chamois [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CHAMOIX ACHIMOX CHAMOIS, soft leather [n] 

CHAPEAU AACEHPU hat [n -S. -X] 

CHAPLET ACEHLPT wreath for head [n -S] 

CHAPPAL AACHLPP sandal worn in India [n -S] 

CHARKAS AACHKRS CHARKA, charkha (spinning wheel) [n] 

CHARKHA AACHHKR spinning wheel [n -S] 

CHEMISE CEEHIMS loose dress [n -S] 

CHEVIOT CEHIOTV coarse fabric [n -S] 

CHICEST CCEHIST CHIC, smartly stylish [adj] 

CHICHIS CCHHIIS CHICHI, elaborate ornamentation [n] 

CHIDDEN CDDEHIN CHIDE, to scold (to rebuke harshly) [v] 

CHIFFON CFFHINO sheer fabric [n -S] 

CHIMARS ACHIMRS CHIMAR, chimere (bishop's robe) [n] 

CHIMERE CEEHIMR bishop's robe [n -S] 

CHITONS CHINOST CHITON, tunic worn in ancient Greece [n] 

CHLAMYS ACHLMSY garment worn in ancient Greece [n -ES, -YDES] 

CHOPINE CEHINOP type of shoe (covering for foot) [n -S] 

CHOPINS CHINOPS CHOPIN, chopine (type of shoe (covering for foot)) [n] 
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CILICES CCEIILS CILICE, coarse cloth [n] 

CLAMPER ACELMPR device worn on shoes to prevent slipping on ice [n -S] 

CLOCHES CCEHLOS CLOCHE, bell-shaped hat [n] 

CLOQUES CELOQSU CLOQUE, fabric with embossed design [n] 

CLOTHED CEDHLOT CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

CLOTHES CEHLOST CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

COATEES ACEEOST COATEE, small coat [n] 

COATERS ACEORST COATER, one that coats (to cover with coat (outer garment)) [n] 

COATING ACGINOT COAT, to cover with coat (outer garment) [v] 

COBBLER BBCELOR mender of shoes [n -S] 

COCKADE ACCDEKO ornament worn on hat [n -S] 

COIFFED CDEFFIO COIFFE, to coif (to style hair) [v] 

COIFFES CEFFIOS COIFFE, to coif (to style hair) [v] 

COIFING CFGIINO COIF, to style hair [v] 

COLLARS ACLLORS COLLAR, to provide with collar (something worn around neck) [v] 

CORDING CDGINOR ribbed surface of cloth [n -S] 

CORONAL ACLNOOR wreath worn on head [n -S] 

CORONEL CELNOOR coronal (wreath worn on head) [n -S] 

CORONET CENOORT small crown [n -S] 

CORRODY CDOORRY corody (allowance of food or clothes) [n -DIES] 

CORSAGE ACEGORS small bouquet of flowers [n -S] 

CORSETS CEORSST CORSET, to fit with corset (supporting undergarment) [v] 

CORSLET CELORST corselet (piece of body armor) [n -S] 

COSTUME CEMOSTU to supply with costume (style of dress) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

COTHURN CHNORTU buskin worn by ancient Roman actors [n -S] 

COTTONS CNOOSTT COTTON, to take liking [v] 

COTTONY CNOOTTY resembling cotton (soft, fibrous material) [adj] 

COUTERS CEORSTU COUTER, piece of armor for elbow [n] 

COUTURE CEORTUU business of dressmaking [n -S] 

COWHIDE CDEHIOW to flog with leather whip [v -D, -DING, -S] 

COWSKIN CIKNOSW hide of cow [n -S] 

CRAVATS AACRSTV CRAVAT, necktie (strip of fabric worn around neck) [n] 

CREASED ACDEERS CREASE, to make fold or wrinkle in [v] 

CREASER ACEERRS one that creases (to make fold or wrinkle in) [n -S] 

CREASES ACEERSS CREASE, to make fold or wrinkle in [v] 

CREPIER CEEIPRR CREPEY, crinkly [adj] 

CREPONS CENOPRS CREPON, crinkled fabric [n] 

CREWELS CEELRSW CREWEL, woolen yarn [n] 

CRIMMER CEIMMRR krimmer (kind of fur) [n -S] 

CROCHET CCEHORT to do type of needlework [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CROWNED CDENORW CROWN, to supply with crown (royal headpiece) [v] 

CROWNET CENORTW coronet (small crown) [n -S] 

CUFFING CFFGINU CUFF, to furnish with cuff (part of sleeve) [v] 

CUIRASS ACIRSSU to cover with type of armor [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CUISHES CEHISSU CUISH, cuisse (piece of armor for thigh) [n] 

CUISSES CEISSSU CUISSE, piece of armor for thigh [n] 

CULOTTE CELOTTU divided skirt [n -S] 
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CURCHES CCEHRSU CURCH, kerchief (cloth worn as head covering) [n] 

CURRIED CDEIRRU CURRY, to prepare leather for use or sale [v] 

CURRIER CEIRRRU one that curries leather [n -S] 

CURRIES CEIRRSU CURRY, to prepare leather for use or sale [v] 

CUTAWAY AACTUWY type of coat [n -S] 

CUTCHES CCEHSTU CUTCH, catechu (resin used in tanning) [n] 

CUTTLED CDELTTU CUTTLE, to fold cloth in particular fashion [v] 

CUTTLES CELSTTU CUTTLE, to fold cloth in particular fashion [v] 

CUTWORK CKORTUW type of embroidery [n -S] 

CYPRESS CEPRSSY thin fabric [n -ES] 
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DAGLOCK ACDGKLO dirty or tangled lock of wool [n -S] 

DAMASKS AADKMSS DAMASK, to weave with elaborate design [v] 

DARNERS ADENRRS DARNER, one that darns (to mend with interlacing stitches) [n] 

DARNING ADGINNR DARN, to mend with interlacing stitches [v] / things to be darned [n -S] 

DASHIER ADEHIRS DASHY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

DAYPACK AACDKPY bag carrying things that is strapped on one's back [n -S] 

DAYWEAR AADERWY clothing suitable for informal occasions [n DAYWEAR] 

DELAINE ADEEILN wool fabric [n -S] 

DENIMED DDEEIMN DENIM, durable fabric [adj] 

DENUDED DDDEENU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v] 

DENUDER DDEENRU one that denudes (to strip of all covering) [n -S] 

DENUDES DDEENSU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v] 

DERBIES BDEEIRS DERBY, type of hat [n] 

DEWOOLS DELOOSW DEWOOL, to remove wool from [v] 

DHOOTIE DEHIOOT dhoti (loincloth worn by Hindu men) [n -S] 

DHOOTIS DHIOOST DHOOTI, dhoti (loincloth worn by Hindu men) [n] 

DIADEMS ADDEIMS DIADEM, to adorn with crown [v] 

DIAPERS ADEIPRS DIAPER, to put diaper (baby's breechcloth) on [v] 

DICKEYS CDEIKSY DICKEY, blouse front [n] 

DICKIES CDEIIKS DICKIE, dickey (blouse front) [n] / DICKY [n] 

DIRNDLS DDILNRS DIRNDL, woman's dress [n] 

DISHELM DEHILMS to deprive of helmet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISROBE BDEIORS to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v -D, -BING, -S] 

DIZENED DDEEINZ DIZEN, to dress in fine clothes [v] 

DJIBBAH ABBDHIJ jibba (long coat worn by Muslim men) [n -S] 

DJIBBAS ABBDIJS DJIBBA, jibba (long coat worn by Muslim men) [n] 

DOESKIN DEIKNOS skin of doe [n -S] 

DOGSKIN DGIKNOS leather made from skin of dog [n -S] 

DOLLING DGILLNO DOLL, to dress stylishly [v] 

DOLMANS ADLMNOS DOLMAN, Turkish robe [n] 

DOMINOS DIMNOOS DOMINO, small mask [n] 

DONEGAL ADEGLNO type of tweed (coarse woolen fabric) [n -S] 

DONGOLA ADGLNOO type of leather [n -S] 

DONNING DGINNNO DON, to put on [v] 
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DORNECK CDEKNOR dornick (heavy linen fabric) [n -S] 

DORNICK CDIKNOR heavy linen fabric [n -S] 

DORNOCK CDKNOOR dornick (heavy linen fabric) [n -S] 

DOUBLET BDELOTU close-fitting jacket [n -S] 

DOWDIER DDEIORW DOWDY, lacking stylishness or neatness [adj] 

DOWDIES DDEIORW DOWDY, dowdy (lacking stylishness or neatness) woman [n] 

DRABBET ABBDERT coarse linen fabric [n -S] 

DRAPERS ADEPRRS DRAPER, dealer in cloth [n] 

DRAPERY ADEPRRY cloth arranged in graceful folds [n -RIES] 

DRESSED DDEERSS DRESS, to put clothes on [v] 

DRESSER DEERRSS one that dresses (to put clothes on) [n -S] 

DRESSES DEERSSS DRESS, to put clothes on [v] 

DRUGGET DEGGRTU coarse woolen fabric [n -S] 

DRYSUIT  DIRSTUY waterproof rubber suit worn by divers [n -S] 

DUBBING BBDGINU material for softening and waterproofing leather [n -S] 

DUBBINS BBDINSU DUBBIN, to apply dubbing (waterproofing) to leather [v] 

DUFFELS DEFFLSU DUFFEL, coarse woolen fabric [n] 

DUPATTA AADPTTU scarf or headdress worn by some Muslim women [n -S] 

DUPIONS DINOPSU DUPION, type of silk fabric [n] 

DUVETYN DENTUVY soft fabric [n -S] 

DYEABLE ABDEELY capable of being dyed [adj] 
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EARBUDS ABDERSU EARBUD, small earphone (listening device worn over ear) [n] 

EARDROP ADEOPRR earring (ornament for earlobe) [n -S] 

EARFLAP AAEFLPR part of cap designed to cover ears [n -S] 

EARLAPS AAELPRS EARLAP, earflap (part of cap designed to cover ears) [n] 

EARMUFF AEFFMRU one of pair of ear coverings [n -S] 

EARRING AEGINRR ornament for earlobe [n -S] 

ELEGANT AEEGLNT tastefully opulent [adj] 

ENLACED ACDEELN ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ENLACES ACEELNS ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ENROBED BDEENOR ENROBE, to dress (to put clothes on) [v] 

ENROBER BEENORR one that enrobes (to dress (to put clothes on)) [n -S] 

ENROBES BEENORS ENROBE, to dress (to put clothes on) [v] 

EONISMS EIMNOSS EONISM, adoption of dress and mannerisms of opposite sex [n] 

EPAULET AEELPTU shoulder ornament [n -S] 

ETAMINE AEEIMNT loosely woven fabric [n -S] 

ETAMINS AEIMNST ETAMIN, etamine (loosely woven fabric) [n] 

EYEHOLE EEEHLOY small opening [n -S] 

EYELETS EEELSTY EYELET, to make small hole in [v] 

EYEWEAR AEEERWY device worn on or over eyes [n EYEWEAR] 
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FABRICS ABCFIRS FABRIC, woven, felted, or knitted material [n] 
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FACINGS ACFGINS FACING, lining at edge of garment [n] 

FADABLE AABDEFL capable of fading [adj] 

FAILLES AEFILLS FAILLE, woven fabric [n] 

FALBALA AAABFLL trimming for woman's garment [n -S] 

FALLALS AAFLLLS FALLAL, showy article of dress [n] 

FALSIES AEFILSS FALSIE, pad worn within brassiere [n] 

FARDING ADFGINR FARD, to apply cosmetics [v] 

FASHION AFHINOS FASHION, to give particular shape or form to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FEATHER AEEFHRT to cover with feathers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FEDORAS ADEFORS FEDORA, type of hat [n] 

FELTIER EEFILRT FELTY, resembling cloth made from wool [adj] 

FELTING EFGILNT felted material [n -S] 

FETTERS EEFRSTT FETTER, to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [v] 

FILIBEG BEFGIIL pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders [n -S] 

FIMBRIA ABFIIMR fringe or fringe-like structure [n -E] 

FLANNEL AEFLLNN to cover with flannel (soft fabric) [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

FLATCAP AACFLPT type of hat [n -S] 

FLATTIE AEFILTT flat-heeled shoe [n -S] 

FLAUNTY AFLNTUY gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj] 

FLEECED CEEEDFL FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEECER CEEEFLR one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n -S] 

FLEECES CEEEFLS FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLESHER EEFHLRS one that removes flesh from animal hides [n -S] 

FOOTBED BDEFOOT insole in boot or shoe [n -S] 

FORMALS AFLMORS FORMAL, social event that requires evening dress [n] 

FOULARD ADFLORU soft fabric [n -S] 

FOXINGS FGINOSX FOXING, piece of material used to cover upper portion of shoe [n] 

FOXSKIN FIKNOSX skin of fox [n -S] 

FOXTAIL AFILOTX tail of fox [n -S] 

FRIEZES EEFIRSZ FRIEZE, coarse woolen fabric [n] 

FRILLED DEFILLR FRILL, to provide with frill (ornamental ruffled edge) [v] 

FRILLER EFILLRR one that frills (to provide with frill (ornamental ruffled edge)) [n -S] 

FRINGED DEFGINR FRINGE, to provide with fringe (ornamental border) [v] 

FRINGES EFGINRS FRINGE, to provide with fringe (ornamental border) [v] 

FROCKED CDEFKOR FROCK, to clothe in long, loose outer garment [v] 

FROUNCE CEFNORU to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

FULLERY EFLLRUY place for fulling cloth [n -RIES] 

FULLING FGILLNU FULL, to shrink and thicken, as cloth [v] 

FURLESS EFLRSSU having no fur [adj] 

FURRIER EFIRRRU one that deals in furs [n -S] / FURRY, covered with fur [adj] 

FURRILY FILRRUY in furry manner [adv] 

FURRING FGINRRU trimming or lining of fur [n -S]  

FUSTIAN AFINSTU cotton fabric [n -S] 
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GAITERS AEGIRST GAITER, covering for lower leg [n] 
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GALABIA AAABGIL djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S] 

GALATEA AAAEGLT strong cotton fabric [n -S] 

GALOSHE AEGHLOS galosh (overshoe (protective outer shoe)) [n -S] 

GALYACS AACGLSY GALYAC, galyak (fur made from lambskin) [n] 

GALYAKS AAGKLSY GALYAK, fur made from lambskin [n] 

GAPOSIS AGIOPSS gap in row of buttons or snaps [n -ES] 

GARBING ABGGINR GARB, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

GARMENT AEGMNRT to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GAUFFER AEFFGRU to goffer (to press ridges or pleats into) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GAUZIER AEGIRUZ GAUZY, resembling gauze (transparent fabric) [adj] 

GAUZILY AGILUYZ GAUZY, resembling gauze (transparent fabric) [adv] 

GEMMING EGGIMMN GEM, to adorn with gems [v] 

GHILLIE EGHIILL type of shoe (covering for foot) [n -S] 

GILLIES EGIILLS GILLIE, ghillie (type of shoe (covering for foot)) [n] 

GINCHES CEGHINS GINCH, gotch (underpants) [n] 

GINGHAM AGGHIMN cotton fabric [n -S] 

GINNERS EGINNRS GINNER, one that gins cotton [n] 

GINNING GGIINNN cotton as it comes from gin [n -S] 

GIRDLED DDEGILR GIRDLE, to encircle with belt [v] 

GIRDLER DEGILRR one that girdles (to encircle with belt) [n -S] 

GIRDLES DEGILRS GIRDLE, to encircle with belt [v] 

GITCHES CEGHIST GITCH, gotch (underpants) [n] 

GLITZED DEGILTZ GLITZ, to make flashy in appearance [v] 

GLITZES EGILSTZ GLITZ, to make flashy in appearance [v] 

GLOVERS EGLORSV GLOVER, maker or seller of gloves [n] 

GLOVING GGILNOV GLOVE, to furnish with gloves (hand coverings) [v] 

GOLOSHE EGHLOOS galosh (overshoe (protective outer shoe)) [n -S] 

GONCHES CEGHNOS GONCH, gaunch (underpants) [n] 

GORGETS EGGORST GORGET, piece of armor for throat [n] 

GOTCHES CEGHOST GOTCH, underpants [n] 

GOWNING GGINNOW GOWN, to dress in gown (long, loose outer garment) [v] 

GREAVED ADEEGRV GREAVE, piece of armor for leg [adj] 

GREAVES AEEGRSV GREAVE, piece of armor for leg [n] 

GREIGES EEGGIRS GREIGE, fabric in gray state [n] 

GREMIAL AEGILMR lap cloth used by bishop during service [n -S] 

GROGRAM AGGMORR coarse silk fabric [n -S] 

GUIMPES EGIMPSU GUIMPE, short blouse [n] 

GUIPURE EGIPRUU type of lace [n -S] 

GUISARD ADGIRSU masker (one that wears mask) [n -S] 

GUISING GGIINSU GUISE, to disguise (to alter appearance of) [v] 

GUMBOOT BGMOOTU rubber boot [n -S] 

GUNNIES EGINNSU GUNNY, coarse fabric [n] 

GUSSETS EGSSSTU GUSSET, to furnish with reinforcing piece of material [v] 

GUSSIED DEGISSU GUSSIE, to gussy (to dress up in fine or showy clothes) [v] / GUSSY [v] 

GUSSIES EGISSSU GUSSIE, to gussy (to dress up in fine or showy clothes) [v] / GUSSY [v] 

GYMSLIP GILMPSY sleeveless tunic often worn by schoolgirls [n -S] 
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HABITED ABDEHIT HABIT, to clothe or dress [v] 

HAIRCAP AACHIPR hat [n] 

HAIRNET AEHINRT net worn to keep hair in place [n -S] 

HAIRPIN AHIINPR hair fastener [n -S] 

HANDBAG AABDGHN small carrying bag [n -S] 

HANKIES AEHIKNS HANKY, handkerchief [n] 

HATBAND AABDHNT band worn on hat [n -S] 

HATLESS AEHLSST lacking hat [adj] 

HATLIKE AEHIKLT resembling hat [adj] 

HATRACK AACHKRT rack for hats [n -S] 

HATTERS AEHRRST HATTER, hatmaker [n] 

HATTING AGHINTT HAT, to provide with hat (covering for head) [v] 

HAUBERK ABEHKRU coat of armor [n -S] 

HEAUMES AEEHMSU HEAUME, medieval helmet [n] 

HEDDLES DDEEHLS HEDDLE, part of loom [n] 

HEELERS EEEHLRS HEELER, one that puts heels on shoes [n] 

HEELING EEGHILN HEEL, to supply with heel (raised part of shoe) [v] 

HEELTAP AEEHLPT material put on heel of shoe [n -S] 

HELMETS EEHLMST HELMET, to supply with helmet (protective covering for head) [v] 

HEMLINE EEHILMN bottom edge of garment [n -S] 

HEMMERS EEHMMRS HEMMER, one that hems (to provide with edge) [n] 

HEMMING EGHIMMN HEM, to provide with edge [v] 

HENLEYS EEHLNSY HENLEY, type of knit shirt [n] 

HEPPEST EEHPPST HEP, hip (aware of most current styles and trends) [adj] 

HESSIAN AEHINSS coarse cloth [n -S] 

HIGHTOP GHHIOPT sports shoe extending over ankle [n -S] 

HIPLINE EHIILNP distance around hips [n -S] 

HOBNAIL ABHILNO to put hobnails (short nails with broad head) on show sole [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HODDENS DDEHNOS HODDEN, coarse cloth [n] 

HODDINS DDHINOS HODDIN, hodden (coarse cloth) [n] 

HOLLAND ADHLLNO cotton fabric [n -S] 

HOMBURG BGHMORU felt hat [n -S] 

HOODING DGHINOO HOOD, to furnish with hood (covering for head) [v] 

HOPSACK ACHKOPS coarse fabric [n -S] 

HOSIERS EHIORSS HOSIER, one that makes hose [n] 

HOSIERY EHIORSY hose (stockings or socks) [n -RIES] 

HUIPILS HIILPSU HUIPIL, embroidered blouse or dress of Mexico [n] 

HUSWIFE  EFHISUW sewing kit [n -IVES, -S] 
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INFULAE AEFILNU INFULA, either of two ribbons on bishop's miter [n] 

INSEAMS AEIMNSS INSEAM, inner seam [n] 

INSOLES EILNOSS INSOLE, inner sole of boot or shoe [n] 

INSTEPS EINPSST INSTEP, part of foot [n] 
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INWEAVE AEEINVW to weave together [v -WOVE, -D, -WOVEN, -VING, -S] 

IRONERS EINORRS IRONER, machine for pressing clothes [n] 

IRONING GIINNOR clothes pressed or to be pressed [n -S] 
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JACKETS ACEJKST JACKET, to provide with jacket (short coat) [v] 

JACONET ACEJNOT cotton cloth [n -S] 

JAMBEAU AABEJMU piece of armor for leg [n -X, -S] 

JAMMIES AEIJMMS pajamas (garment for sleeping or lounging) [n] 

JELLABA AABEJLL djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S] 

JERKINS EJKINRS JERKIN, sleeveless jacket [n] 

JERSEYS EEJRSSY JERSEY, close-fitting knitted shirt [n] 

JETPACK ACEJKPT backpack with jets to transport wearer [n -S] 

JEWELED DEEEJLW JEWEL, to adorn or equip with jewels (precious stones) [v] 

JIBBAHS ABBHIJS JIBBAH, jibba (long coat worn by Muslim men) [n] 

JIMPEST EIJMPST JIMP, natty (neatly dressed) [adj] 

JODHPUR DHJOPRU type of boot [n -S] 

JOHNNIE EHIJNNO johnny (sleeveless hospital gown) [n -S] 

JOSEPHS EHJOPSS JOSEPH, woman's long cloak [n] 

JUBBAHS ABBHJSU JUBBAH, loose outer garment [n] 

JUBHAHS ABHHJSU JUBHAH, jubbah (loose outer garment) [n] 
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KABAYAS AAABKSY KABAYA, cotton jacket [n] 

KAFTANS AAFKNST KAFTAN, caftan (full-length tunic) [n] 

KASHMIR AHIKMRS cashmere (fine wool) [n -S] 

KERSEYS EEKRSSY KERSEY, woolen cloth [n] 

KHADDAR AADDHKR cotton cloth [n -S] 

KHIRKAH AHHIKKR patchwork garment [n -S] 

KIDSKIN DIIKKNS type of leather [n -S] 

KILTIES EIIKLST KILTIE, one who wears kilt (type of skirt) [n] / KILTY [n] 

KILTING GIIKLNT arrangement of kilt pleats [n -S] / KILT, to make creases or pleats in [v] 

KIMONOS IKMNOOS KIMONO, loose robe [n] 

KIPPAHS AHIKPPS KIPPAH, kippa (yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n] 

KIPSKIN IIKKNPS animal hide that has not been tanned [n -S] 

KIRTLED DEIKLRT KIRTLE, man's tunic or coat [adj] 

KIRTLES EIKLRST KIRTLE, man's tunic or coat [n] 

KITBAGS ABGIKST KITBAG, knapsack (bag carried on back) [n] 

KNEEPAD ADEEKNP covering for knee [n -S] 

KNITTED DEIKNTT KNIT, to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn [v] 

KNITTER EIKNRTT one that knits (to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn) [n -S] 

KRIMMER EIKMMRR kind of fur [n -S] 

KYANISE AEIKNSY to kyanize (to treat wood with type of preservative) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

KYANIZE AEIKNYZ to treat wood with type of preservative [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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L 

LABRETS ABELRST LABRET, ornament worn in perforation of lip [n] 

LACIEST ACEILST LACY, resembling lacework (delicate openwork fabric) [adj] / LACEY [adj] 

LANATED AADELNT lanate (covered with wool) [adj] 

LANITAL AAILLNT woollike fiber [n -S] 

LAPELED ADEELLP LAPEL, extension of collar of garment [adj] 

LAPPETS AELPPST LAPPET, decorative flap on garment [n] 

LARIGAN AAGILNR leather boot [n -S] 

LASTING AGILNST durable fabric [n -S] 

LATCHET ACEHLTT thong used to fasten shoe [n -S] 

LAUNDER ADELNRU to wash clothes [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LAUNDRY ADLNRUY collection of clothes to be washed [n -RIES] 

LAYETTE AEELTTY outfit of clothing and equipment for newborn child [n -S] 

LEATHER AEEHLRT to cover with leather (dressed or tanned hide of animal) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LEGGING EGGGILN covering for leg [n -S] 

LEGGINS EGGILNS LEGGIN, legging (covering for leg) [n] 

LEOTARD ADELORT close-fitting garment [n -S] 

LINSEYS EILNSSY LINSEY, coarse fabric [n] 

LINTIER EIILNRT LINTY, covered with lint [adj] 

LINTING GIILNNT LINT, to give off lint (bits of fiber or fluff) [v] 

LOCKETS CEKLOST LOCKET, small ornamental case [n] 

LOCKRAM ACKLMOR coarse, linen fabric [n -S] 

LONGIES EGILNOS long underwear [n] 

LUNGEES EEGLNSU LUNGEE, lungi (loincloth worn by men in India) [n] 

LUNGYIS GILNSUY LUNGYI, lungi (loincloth worn by men in India) [n] 
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MACRAME  AACEMMR trimming of knotted thread or cord [n -S] 

MAILBAG AABGILM bag for carrying mail (postal material) [n -S] 

MAILLOT AILLMOT woman's one-piece bathing suit [n -S] 

MALINES AEILMNS MALINE, delicate net used for veils [n] 

MANACLE AACELMN to handcuff (to fetter with restraining cuffs) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

MANIPLE  AEILMNP silk band worn on left arm as vestment [n -S] 

MANTEAU AAEMNTU loose cloak [n -S, -X] 

MANTLED ADELMNT MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v] 

MANTLES AELMNST MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v] 

MANTUAS AAMNSTU MANTUA, woman's gown [n] 

MASCARA AAACMRS to color eyelashes or eyebrows with cosmetic [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MASKERS AEKMRSS MASKER, one that wears mask [n] 

MASKING AGIKMNS MASK, to cover with mask (covering used to disguise face) [v] 

MASQUER AEMQRSU masker (one that wears mask) [n -S] 

MELTONS ELMNOST MELTON, heavy woolen fabric [n] 

MERINOS EIMNORS MERINO, fine wool [n] 

MIDDIES DDEIIMS MIDDY, loosely fitting blouse [n] 

MIDSOLE EDILMOS middle layer of sole of shoe [n -S] 
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MISBIAS ABIIMSS to bias wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

MISFITS FIIMSST MISFIT, to fit badly [v] 

MISSHOD DHIMOSS improperly shod [adj] 

MITTENS EIMNSTT MITTEN, type of covering for hand [n] 

MOBCAPS ABCMOPS MOBCAP, woman's cap [n] 

MODISTE DEIMOST dealer in stylish women's clothing [n -S] 

MOHAIRS AHIMORS MOHAIR, long, silky hair of Angora goat [n] 

MONGOES EGMNOOS MONGOE, mungo (low-quality wool) [n] 

MONOFIL FILMNOO single filament of synthetic fiber [n -S] 

MONTERO EMNOORT type of cap [n -S] 

MOREENS EEMNORS MOREEN, heavy fabric [n] 

MORIONS IMNOORS MORION, type of helmet [n] 

MOROCCO CCMOOOR soft leather [n -S] 

MORRION IMNOORR morion (type of helmet) [n -S] 

MOTLEYS ELMOSTY MOTLEY, garment of various colors [n] 

MOUTONS MNOOSTU MOUTON, sheepskin processed to resemble seal or beaver [n] 

MOZETTA AEMOTTZ mozzetta (hooded cape worn by bishops) [n -S, -TE] 

MUCLUCS CCLMSUU MUCLUC, mukluk (soft boot worn by Inuits) [n] 

MUDPACK ACDKMPU cosmetic paste for face [n -S] 

MUDROOM DMMOORU room for shedding muddy clothing or footwear [n -S] 

MUKLUKS KKLMSUU MUKLUK, soft boot worn by Inuits [n] 

MUNGOES EGMNOSU MUNGO, low-quality wool [n] 

MUSLINS ILMNSSU MUSLIN, cotton fabric [n] 

MUTCHES CEHMSTU MUTCH, close-fitting cap [n] 

MUUMUUS MMSUUUU MUUMUU, long, loose dress [n] 
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NAKEDER ADEEKNR NAKED, being without clothing or covering [adj] 

NAKEDLY ADEKLNY NAKED, being without clothing or covering [adv] 

NAMETAG AAEGMNT tag bearing one's name worn for identification [n -S] 

NANKEEN AEEKNNN cotton fabric [n -S] 

NANKINS AIKNNNS NANKIN, nankeen (cotton fabric) [n] 

NAPLESS AELNPSS threadbare [adj] 

NATTIER AEINRTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj] 

NATTILY AILNTTY NATTY, neatly dressed [adv] 

NECKLET CEEKLNT close-fitting ornament worn around neck [n -S] 

NECKTIE CEEIKNT strip of fabric worn around neck [n -S] 

NEEDLED DDEEELN NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEEDLER DEEELNR one that needles (to sew with slender, pointed instrument) [n -S] 

NEEDLES DEEELNS NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEGLIGE EEGGILN negligee (woman's dressing gown) [n -S] 

NETSUKE EEKNSTU button-like fixture on Japanese clothing [n -S] 

NIGHTIE EGHIINT nightgown [n -S] 

NIQAABS AABINQS NIQAAB, niqab (veil worn by some Muslim women) [n] 

NONIRON INNNOOR not needing to be ironed [adj] 

NONWOOL LNNOOOW not made of wool [adj] 
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NUBUCKS BCKNSUU NUBUCK, soft sueded leather [n] 

NUDISMS DIMNSSU NUDISM, practice of going nude [n] 

NUDISTS DINSSTU NUDIST, advocate of nudism [n] 

NYLONED DELNNOY NYLON, synthetic material [adj] 
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OILSKIN IIKLNOS waterproof fabric [n -S] 

ORGANDY ADGNORY cotton fabric [n -DIES] 

ORGANZA AAGNORZ sheer fabric [n -S] 

OUTSOLE ELOOSTU outer sole of boot or shoe [n -S] 

OVERALL AELLORV loose outer garment [n -S] 

OVERSEW EEORSVW to overhand (to sew with short, vertical stitches) [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

OXFORDS DFOORSX OXFORD, type of shoe (covering for foot) [n] 

OXHIDES DEHIOSX OXHIDE, leather made from skin of ox [n] 
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PADDING ADDGINP material with which to pad [n -S] / PAD, to line or stuff with soft material [v] 

PAISLEY AEILPSY patterned wool fabric [n -S] 

PAJAMAS AAAJMPS PAJAMA, garment for sleeping or lounging [n] 

PALAZZO AALOPZZ wide-legged pants for women [n -ZI] 

PALETOT AELOPTT loose overcoat [n -S] 

PALLIUM AILLMPU cloak worn in ancient Rome [n -S, -IA] 

PANACHE AACEHNP ornamental tuft of feathers [n -S] 

PANOPLY ALNOPPY suit of armor [n -LIES] 

PANTIES AEINPST PANTY, pantie (woman's or child's undergarment) [n] / PANTIE [n] 

PARASOL AALOPRS small, light umbrella [n -S] 

PARTLET AELPRTT woman's garment [n -S] 

PARURAS AAPRRSU PARURA, parure (set of matched jewelry) [n] 

PARURES AEPRRSU PARURE, set of matched jewelry [n] 

PATTENS AENPSTT PATTEN, shoe having thick wooden sole [n] 

PEACOAT AACEOPT heavy woolen jacket [n -S] 

PEARLED ADEELPR PEARL, to adorn with pearls (smooth, rounded masses formed in certain mollusks) [v] 

PEARLER AEELPRR one that dives for pearls [n -S] 

PEASCOD ACDEOPS peasecod (pea pod) (fashion imitating shape) [n -S] 

PELISSE EEILPSS long outer garment [n -S] 

PENANGS AEGNNPS PENANG, cotton fabric [n] 

PENDANT ADENNPT hanging ornament [n -S] 

PENDENT DEENNPT pendant (hanging ornament) [n -S] 

PEPLUMS ELMPPSU PEPLUM, short section attached to waistline of garment [n] 

PERCALE ACEELPR cotton fabric [n -S] 

PERIAPT AEIPPRT amulet (object worn to protect against evil or injury) [n -S] 

PERIWIG EGIIPRW wig [n] 

PERUKED DEEKPRU PERUKE, wig [adj] 

PERUKES EEKPRSU PERUKE, wig [n] 

PESSARY AEPRSSY contraceptive device worn in vagina [n -RIES] 
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PETASOS AEOPSST petasus (broad-brimmed hat worn in ancient Greece) [n -ES] 

PETASUS AEPSSTU broad-brimmed hat worn in ancient Greece [n -ES] 

PETITES EEIPSTT PETITE, clothing size for short women [n] 

PEYTRAL AELPRTY piece of armor for breast of horse [n -S] 

PEYTREL EELPRTY peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n -S] 

PICOTED CDEIOPT PICOT, to edge with ornamental loops [v] 

PIECING CEGIINP material to be sewn together [n -S]  

PINKERS EIKNPRS PINKER, one that pinks (to cut saw-toothed edge on cloth) [n] 

PINKING GIIKNNP PINK, to cut saw-toothed edge on cloth [v] 

PINLESS EILNPSS lacking pins [adj] 

PINNERS EINNPRS PINNER, one that pins (to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal)) [n] 

PINNIES EIINNPS PINNY, pinafore (child's apron) [n] 

PINNING GIINNNP PIN, to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal) [v] 

PINTUCK CIKNPTU very narrow fold of fabric [n -S] / applying pintuck [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINWALE AEILNPW type of fabric (woven, felted, or knitted material) [n -S] 

PINWORK IKNOPRW type of embroidery [n -S] 

PLACKET ACEKLPT slit in garment [n -S] 

PLAIDED ADDEILP PLAID, woolen scarf of checkered pattern [adj] 

PLAITED ADEILPT PLAIT, to braid (to weave together) [v] 

PLAITER AEILPRT one that plaits (to braid (to weave together)) [n -S] 

PLASHED ADEHLPS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

PLASHER AEHLPRS one that plashes (to weave together) [n -S] 

PLASHES AEHLPSS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

PLATTED ADELPTT PLAT, to plait (to braid (to weave together)) [v] 

PLIMSOL ILLMOPS plimsoll (rubber-soled cloth shoe) [n -S] 

PLISSES EILPSSS PLISSE, puckered texture of cloth [n] 

PLUSHES EHLPSSU PLUSH, fabric with long pile [n] 

POCKETS CEKOPST POCKET, to place in pouch sewed into garment [v] 

POITREL EILOPRT peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n -S] 

POLEYNS ELNOPSY POLEYN, protective piece of leather for knee [n] 

POMADED ADDEMOP POMADE, to apply perfumed hair dressing to [v] 

POMADES ADEMOPS POMADE, to apply perfumed hair dressing to [v] 

POMATUM AMMOPTU perfumed hair dressing [n -S] 

POMPONS MNOOPPS POMPON, ornamental tuft or ball [n] 

PONCHOS CHNOOPS PONCHO, type of cloak [n] 

PONGEES EEGNOPS PONGEE, type of silk [n] 

POPLINS ILNOPPS POPLIN, durable fabric [n] 

PORKPIE EIKOPPR man's hat [n -S] 

POSHEST EHOPSST POSH, stylish or elegant [adj] 

POSTBAG ABGOPST mailbag (bag for carrying mail (postal material)) [n -S] 

POSTEEN EENOPST Afghan outer garment [n -S] 

POSTINS INOPSST POSTIN, posteen (Afghan outer garment) [n] 

PREFADE ADEEFPR to fade beforehand [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PRESSED DEEPRSS PRESS, to act upon with steady force [v] 

PRESSER EEPRRSS one that presses (to act upon with steady force) [n -S] 

PRESSES EEPRSSS PRESS, to act upon with steady force [v] 

PREWORN ENOPRRW previously worn by someone [adj] 
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PRIMPED DEIMPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PRINKED DEIKNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in showy manner [v] 

PRINKER EIKNPRR one that prinks (to dress or adorn in showy manner) [n -S] 

PSCHENT CEHNPST crown worn by ancient Egyptian kings [n -S] 

PUGAREE AEEGPRU pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n -S] 

PUGGREE EEGGPRU pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n -S] 

PUGREES EEGPRSU PUGREE, cloth band wrapped around hat [n] 

PURLING GILNPRU inversion of stitches in knitting [n -S]  

PUTTEES EEPSTTU PUTTEE, strip of cloth wound around leg [n] 

PUTTIES EIPSTTU PUTTIE, puttee (strip of cloth wound around leg) [n]  

PYJAMAS AAJMPSY PYJAMA, pajama (garment for sleeping or lounging) [n] 
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QIVIUTS IIQSTUV QIVIUT, wool of musk ox [n] 

QUINTIN IINNQTU fine linen [n -S] 
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RABATOS AABORST RABATO, wide, lace-edged collar [n] 

RADDLED ADDDELR RADDLE, to weave together [v] 

RADDLES ADEELRS RADDLE, to weave together [v] 

RAGBAGS AABGGRS RAGBAG, bag for storing scraps of cloth [n] 

RAGLANS AAGLNRS RAGLAN, type of overcoat (warm coat worn over indoor clothing) [n] 

RAIMENT AEIMNRT clothing (wearing apparel) [n -S] 

RAMILIE AEIILMR ramillie (type of wig) [n -S] 

RATINES AEINRST RATINE, heavy fabric woven loosely [n] 

RATTEEN AEENRTT coarse woolen fabric [n -S] 

RAVELED ADEELRV RAVEL, to separate threads of [v] 

RAVELER AEELRRV one that ravels (to separate threads of) [n -S] 

READORN ADENORR to adorn again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REALTER AEELRRT to alter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBOZOS BEOORSZ REBOZO, long scarf [n] 

RECOATS ACEORST RECOAT, COAT, to cover with coat (outer garment) [v] 

REDCOAT ACDEORT British soldier during American Revolution [n -S] 

REHEELS EEEHLRS REHEEL, HEEL, to supply with heel (raised part of shoe) [v] 

REKNITS EIKNRST REKNIT, KNIT, to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn [v] 

RELINED DEEILNR RELINE, to line again [v] 

RELINES EEILNRS RELINE, to line again [v] 

REMENDS DEEMNRS REMEND, to mend again [v] 

RESEWED DEEERSW RESEW, SEW, to mend or fasten with needle and thread [v] 

RESHOED DEEHORS RESHOE, SHOE, covering for foot [v] 

RESHOES EEHORSS RESHOE, SHOE, covering for foot [v] 

RESIZED DEEIRSZ RESIZE, to size again [v] 

RESIZES EEIRSSZ RESIZE, to size again [v] 

RESOLED DEELORS RESOLE, SOLE, to furnish with sole (bottom surface of shoe or boot) [v] 

RESOLES EELORSS RESOLE, SOLE, to furnish with sole (bottom surface of shoe or boot) [v] 
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REWEARS AEERRSW REWEAR, WEAR, to have on one's person [v] 

REWEAVE AEEERVW WEAVE, to form by interlacing threads [v -WOVE, -D, -WOVEN, -VING, -S] 

RIBBONS BBINORS RIBBON, to decorate with ribbons (narrow strips of fine fabric) [v] 

RICRACS ACCIRRS RICRAC, rickrack (flat braid used as trimming) [n] 

RIMPLED DEILMPR RIMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RIMPLES EILMPRS RIMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RIPSTOP IOPPRST fabric woven so that small tears do not spread [n -S] 

RIVIERE EEIIRRV necklace of precious stones [n -S] 

ROCHETS CEHORST ROCHET, linen vestment [n] 

ROUCHES CEHORSU ROUCHE, ruche (pleated strip of fine fabric) [n] 

ROVINGS GINORSV ROVING, roll of textile fibers [n] 

RUCHING CGHINRU ruche (pleated strip of fine fabric) [n -S] 

RUCKING CGIKNRU RUCK, to wrinkle or crease [v] 

RUCKLED CDEKLRU RUCKLE, to ruck (to wrinkle or crease) [v] 

RUCKLES CEKLRSU RUCKLE, to ruck (to wrinkle or crease) [v] 

RUMPLED DELMPRU RUMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUMPLES ELMPRSU RUMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUNKLED DEKLNRU RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUNKLES EKLNRSU RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 
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SABATON AABNOST piece of armor for foot [n -S] 

SABOTED ABDEOST SABOT, wooden shoe [adj] 

SACQUES ACEQSSU SACQUE, loose-fitting dress [n] 

SADIRON ADINORS heavy flatiron [n -S] 

SALLETS AELLSST SALLET, light medieval helmet [n] 

SALWARS AALRSSW SALWAR, shalwar (pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India) [n] 

SAMITES AEIMSST SAMITE, silk fabric [n] 

SARAPES AAEPRSS SARAPE, serape (colorful woolen shawl) [n] 

SARONGS AGNORSS SARONG, outer garment worn in Pacific islands [n] 

SARSNET AENRSST sarcenet (silk fabric) [n -S] 

SARTORS AORRSST SARTOR, tailor [n] 

SATARAS AAARSST SATARA, woolen fabric [n] 

SATCHEL ACEHLST small carrying bag [n -S] 

SATEENS AEENSST SATEEN, cotton fabric [n] 

SATINET AEINSTT thin satin [n -S] 

SCARFED ACDEFRS SCARF, to cover with scarf [v] 

SCARVED ACDERSV wearing scarf [adj] 

SCARVES ACERSSV SCARF, piece of cloth worn for warmth or protection [n] 

SCHAPPE ACEHPPS silk fabric [n -S] 

SCHLUMP CHLMPSU to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SEABOOT ABEOOST waterproof boot [n -S] 

SEAMERS AEEMRSS SEAMER, one that seams (to join with seam (line formed by sewing two pieces of fabric together)) [n] 

SEAMING AEGIMNS SEAM, to join with seam (line formed by sewing two pieces of fabric together) [v] 

SELVAGE AEEGLSV edge of woven fabric finished to prevent raveling [n -S] 

SEMIFIT EFIIMST conforming somewhat to lines of body [adj] 
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SENDALS ADELNSS SENDAL, silk fabric [n] 

SENNITS EINNSST SENNIT, braided straw used in making hats [n] 

SEQUINS EINQSSU SEQUIN, to affix sequins (shiny ornamental discs) to [v] 

SERAPES AEEPRSS SERAPE, colorful woolen shawl [n] 

SERGERS EEGRRSS SERGER, machine for serging (process of finishing raw edges of fabric) [n] 

SERGING EGGINRS process of finishing raw edges of fabric [n -S] / SERGE, to finish (cut edge of seam) with overcast stitches [v] 

SEWABLE ABEELSW SEW, to mend or fasten with needle and thread [adj] 

SEWINGS EGINSSW SEWING, material that has been or is to be sewed [n] 

SHACKLE ACEHKLS to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles [v -D, -LING, S] 

SHALWAR AAHLRSW pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India [n -S] 

SHAMOIS AHIMOSS chamois (soft leather) [n SHAMOIS] 

SHAMOYS AHMOSSY SHAMOY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

SHAWLED ADEHLSW SHAWL, to wrap in shawl (piece of cloth worn as covering) [v] 

SHEARED ADEEHRS SHEAR, to cut hair or wool from [v] 

SHEARER AEEHRRS one that shears (to cut hair or wool from) [n -S] 

SHEERER EEEHRRS SHEER, of very thin texture [adj] 

SHEERLY EEHLRSY SHEER, of very thin texture [adv] 

SHEETED DEEEHST SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v] 

SHEETER EEEHRST one that sheets (to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material)) [n -S] 

SHEITEL  EEHILST wig worn by married Jewish woman [n -S] 

SHERPAS AEHPRSS SHERPA, soft fabric for linings [n] 

SHIRRED DEHIRRS SHIRR, to draw into three or more parallel rows, as cloth [v] 

SHIRTED DEHIRST SHIRT, garment for upper part of body [adj] 

SHMATTE AEHMSTT schmatte (ragged garment) [n -S] 

SHODDEN DDEHNOS SHOE, to provide with shoes [v] 

SHOEBOX BEHOOSX oblong box for holding pair of shoes [n -ES] 

SHOEING EGHINOS SHOE, to provide with shoes [v] 

SHOEPAC ACEHOPS waterproof boot [n] 

SHROUDS DHORSSU SHROUD, to wrap in burial clothing [v] 

SILESIA AEIILSS cotton fabric [n] 

SILKIER EIIKLRS SILKY, resembling silk [adj] 

SILKILY IIKLLSY in silky (resembling silk) manner [adv] 

SILKING GIIKLNS SILK, to cover with silk (soft, lustrous fabric) [v] 

SINGLET EGILNST man's undershirt or jersey [n -S] 

SKATERS AEKRSST SKATER, one that skates (to glide over ice or ground on) [n] 

SKATING AGIKNST SKATE, to glide over ice or ground on skates (shoes fitted with runners or wheels) [v] 

SKEANES AEEKNSS SKEANE, length of yarn wound in loose coil [n] 

SKINNED DEIKNNS SKIN, to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal) [v] 

SKINNER EIKNNRS one that skins (to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal)) [n -S] 

SKIWEAR AEIKRSW clothing suitable for wear while skiing [n SKIWEAR] 

SLEEVED DEEELSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SLEEVES EEELSSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SLICKER CEIKLRS oilskin raincoat [n -S] / SLICK, smooth and slippery [adj] 

SLIPPER EILPPRS light, low shoe [n -S] 

SMOCKED CDEKMOS SMOCK, to furnish with smock (loose outer garment) [v] 

SNOODED DDENOOS SNOOD, to secure with snood (net or fabric cap for hair) [v] 

SOLERET EELORST solleret (sabaton (piece of armor for foot)) [n -S] 
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SOUTANE AENOSTU cassock (long garment worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

SOUTERS EORSSTU SOUTER, shoemaker [n] 

SPIFFED DEFFIPS SPIFF, to make spiffy (stylish (fashionable)) [v] 

SPINNER EINNPRS one that spins (to draw out and twist into threads) [n -S] 

SPORRAN ANOPRRS large purse worn by Scottish Highlanders [n -S] 

SPRANGS AGNPRSS SPRANG, weaving technique to form openwork mesh [n] 

STARCHY ACHRSTY containing starch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STETSON ENOSSTT trademark [n -S] 

STRICKS CIKRSST STRICK, bunch of flax fibers [n] 

STROUDS DORSSTU STROUD, coarse woolen blanket [n] 

STYLISH HILSSTY fashionable [adj] 

SUBFUSC BCFSSUU dark dull clothing [n -S] 

SUEDING DEGINSU SUEDE, to finish leather with soft, napped surface [v] 

SUITERS EIRSSTU SUITER, suitcase holding specified number of suits (sets of garments) [n] 

SUITING GIINSTU fabric for making suits [n -S]  

SUNBACK ABCKNSU cut low to expose back to sunlight [adj] 

SUNSUIT INSSTUU type of playsuit (sports outfit for women and children) [n -S] 

SURCOAT ACORSTU outer coat or cloak [n -S] 

SURTOUT ORSTTUU close-fitting overcoat [n -S] 

SWEATER AEERSTW knitted outer garment [n -S]  

SWISSES EISSSSW SWISS, cotton fabric [n] 
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TABARDS AABDRST TABARD, sleeveless outer garment [n] 

TABARET AABERTT silk fabric [n -S] 

TAFFETA AAEFFTT lustrous fabric [n -S] 

TAILORS AILORST TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

TALARIA AAAILRT winged sandals worn by various figures of classical mythology [n] 

TALLITH AHILLTT Jewish prayer shawl [n TALEYSIM, TALLAISIM, -ES, -IM, -S, -TOTH] 

TALLITS AILLSTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TAMEINS AEIMNST TAMEIN, garment worn by Burmese women [n] 

TAMMIES AEIMMST TAMMIE, tammy (fabric of mixed fibers) [n] / TAMMY, fabric of mixed fibers [n] 

TAMPONS AMNOPST TAMPON, to plug with cotton pad [v] 

TANKINI AIIKNNT woman's swimsuit consisting of bikini briefs and tank top [n -S] 

TANNAGE AAEGNNT process of tanning [n -S] 

TANNERS AENNRST TANNER, one that tans (to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals) [n] 

TANNERY AENNRTY place where hides are tanned [n -RIES] 

TANNING AGINNNT process of converting hides into leather [n -S] / TAN, to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals [v] 

TANNINS AINNNST TANNIN, chemical compound used in tanning [n] 

TANNISH AHINNST somewhat tan [adj] 

TAPALOS AALOPST TAPALO, scarf worn in Latin American countries [n] 

TARBUSH ABHRSTU tarboosh (cap worn by Muslim men) [n -ES] 

TARTANS AANRSTT TARTAN, patterned woolen fabric [n] 

TARTING AGINRTT TART, to dress up [v] 

TASSELS AELSSST TASSEL, to adorn with dangling ornaments [v] 

TASSETS AESSSTT TASSET, piece of plate armor for upper thigh [n] 
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TATTING AGINTTT delicate handmade lace [n -S] / TAT, to make tatting [v] 

TEASELS AEELSST TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v]  

TEAZELS AEELSTZ TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v]  

TEDDIES DDEEIST TEDDY, woman's undergarment [n] 

TEFILLIN EFIILLNT phylacteries worn by Jews [n] 

TERRIES EEIRRST TERRY, absorbent fabric [n] 

TEXTILE EEILTTX woven fabric [n -S] 

THIMBLE BEHILMT cap used to protect fingertip during sewing [n -S] 

THREADS ADEHRST THREAD, to pass thread (very slender cord) through [v] 

THREADY ADEHRTY resembling thread [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

TIARAED AADEIRT TIARA, jeweled headpiece worn by women [adj] 

TICKING CGIIKNT strong cotton fabric [n -S]  

TIELESS EEILSST having no necktie [adj] 

TIEPINS EIINPST TIEPIN, pin for securing necktie [n] 

TIFFANY AFFINTY thin, mesh fabric [n -NIES] 

TIGNONS GINNOST TIGNON, piece of cloth worn as headdress in Louisiana [n] 

TIPPETS EIPPSTT TIPPET, covering for shoulders [n] 

TISSUED DEISSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

TISSUES EISSSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

TITFERS EFIRSTT TITFER, hat [n] 

TOECAPS ACEOPST TOECAP, covering for tip of shoe or boot [n] 

TOECLIP CEILOPT device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n -S] 

TOESHOE EEHOOST dance slipper without heel [n -S] 

TOGATED ADEGOTT wearing toga [adj] 

TOGGERY EGGORTY clothing (wearing apparel) [n -RIES] 

TOGGING GGGINOT TOG, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

TOILETS EILOSTT TOILET, to dress and groom oneself [v] 

TONIEST EINOSTT TONEY, tony (stylish (fashionable)) [adj] / TONY [adj] 

TONLETS ELNOSTT TONLET, skirt of plate armor [n] 

TONNISH HINNOST tonish (stylish (fashionable)) [adj] 

TOPCOAT ACOOPTT lightweight overcoat [n -S] 

TOPKNOT KNOOPTT ornament for hair [n -S] 

TOQUETS EOQSTTU TOQUET, toque (close-fitting woman's hat) [n] 

TORCHON CHNOORT coarse lace [n -S] 

TORQUES EOQRSTU band of feathers, hair, or coloration around neck [n -ES] 

TOUPEES EEOPSTU TOUPEE, wig worn to cover bald spot [n] 

TRICORN CINORRT hat with brim turned up on three sides [n -S] 

TRICOTS CIORSTT TRICOT, knitted fabric [n] 

TROUSER EORRSTU pertaining to trousers (garment for lower part of body) [adj] 

TUCKING CGIKNTU series of stitched folds in garment [n -S 

TUFTING FGINTTU cluster of tufts used for decoration [n -S] 

TUILLES EILLSTU TUILLE, tasset (piece of plate armor for upper thigh) [n] 

TUNICLE CEILNTU type of vestment (one of ceremonial garments of clergy) [n -S] 

TURBANS ABNRSTU TURBAN, head covering worn by Muslims [n] 

TURNUPS NPRSTUU TURNUP, part of garment that is turned up [n] 

TUSSAHS AHSSSTU TUSSAH, Asian silkworm [n] 

TUSSARS ARSSSTU TUSSAR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 
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TUSSEHS EHSSSTU TUSSEH, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSERS ERSSSTU TUSSER, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSORE EORSSTU tussah (Asian silkworm) [n -S] 

TUSSORS ORSSSTU TUSSOR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSURS RSSSTUU TUSSUR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUXEDOS DEOSTUX TUXEDO, man's semiformal dinner coat [n] 

TWILLED DEILLTW TWILL, to weave so as to produce diagonal pattern [v] 

TWINSET EINSTTW matching pair of sweaters to be worn together [n -S] 

TZITZIS IISTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZIS] 

TZITZIT IITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZIT] 
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ULSTERS ELRSSTU ULSTER, long, loose overcoat [n] 

UNBELTS BELNSTU UNBELT, to remove belt of [v] 

UNCLASP ACLNPSU to free from clasp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLOAK ACKLNOU to remove cloak from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCUFFS CFFNSUU UNCUFF, to remove handcuffs from [v] 

UNDRAPE ADENPRU to strip of drapery [v -D, -PING, -S] 

UNDRESS DENRSSU to remove one's clothing [v -ED, -ST, -ING, -ES] 

UNDREST DENRSTU UNDRESS, to remove one's clothing [v] 

UNGIRDS DGINRSU UNGIRD, to remove belt from [v] 

UNGLOVE EGLNOUV to uncover by removing glove [v -D, VING, -S] 

UNHELMS EHLMNSU UNHELM, to remove helmet of [v] 

UNHOODS DHNOOSU UNHOOD, to remove hood from [v] 

UNIFORM FIMNORU unchanging [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNITARD ADINRTU leotard that also covers legs [n -S] 

UNKNITS IKNNSTU UNKNIT, to unravel (to separate threads of) [v] 

UNMASKS AKMNSSU UNMASK, to remove mask from [v] 

UNPICKS CIKNPSU UNPICK, to remove stitches from [v] 

UNRAVEL AELNRUV to separate threads of [v ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

UNROBED BDENORU UNROBE, to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v] 

UNROBES BENORSU UNROBE, to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v] 

UNSEAMS AEMNSSU UNSEAM, to open seams of [v] 

UNSEWED DEENSUW UNSEW, to undo sewing of [v] 

UNSNAPS ANNPSSU UNSNAP, to undo snaps of [v] 

UNTRIMS IMNRSTU UNTRIM, to strip of trimming [v] 

UNVEILS EILNSUV UNVEIL, to remove covering from [v] 

UNWEAVE AEENUVW to undo something woven [v -WOVE, -WOVEN, -VING, -S] 
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VEILERS EEILRSV VEILER, one that veils (piece of sheer fabric worn over face) [n] 

VEILING EGIILNV veil [n -S] / VEIL, to provide with veil (piece of sheer fabric worn over face) [v] 

VELOURS ELORSUV VELOUR, fabric resembling velvet [n] 

VELURED DEELRUV VELURE, to smooth with velvet or silk pad, as hat [v] 

VELURES EELRSUV VELURE, to smooth with velvet or silk pad, as hat [v] 
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VELVETS EELSTVV VELVET, soft, smooth fabric [n] 

VELVETY EELTVVY resembling velvet in texture [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

VENTAIL AEILNTV adjustable front of medieval helmet [n -S] 

VESTEES EEESSTV VESTEE, garment worn under woman's jacket or blouse [n] 

VESTRAL AELRSTV VESTRY, room in which vestments are kept [adj] 

VESTURE EERSTUV to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

VISARDS ADIRSSV VISARD, vizard (mask) [n] 

VISORED DEIORSV VISOR, to provide with visor (projecting brim) [v] 

VIZARDS ADIRSVZ VIZARD, mask [n] 

VOGUERS EGORSUV VOGUER, one that vogues (to imitate poses of fashion models) [n] 

VOGUING GGINOUV VOGUE, to imitate poses of fashion models [v] 

VOGUISH GHIOSUV fashionable [adj] 
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WADMAAL AAADLMW wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n -S] 

WADMALS AADLMSW WADMAL, thick woolen fabric [n] 

WADMELS ADELMSW WADMEL, wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n] 

WADMOLL ADLLMOW wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n -S] 

WADMOLS ADLMOSW WADMOL, wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n] 

WALLETS AELLSTW WALLET, flat folding case [n] 

WAMUSES AEMSSUW WAMUS, heavy outer jacket [n] 

WASHBAG AABGHSW small bag for carrying toiletries when traveling [n -S] 

WASHDAY AADHSWY day set aside for washing clothes [n -S] 

WASHTUB ABHSTUW tub using for washing clothes [n -S] 

WATTLED ADELTTW WATTLE, to weave into network [v] 

WATTLES AELLSTW WATTLE, to weave into network [v] 

WEARERS AEERRSW WEARER, one that wears something [n] 

WEAVERS AEERSVW WEAVER, one that weaves (to form by interlacing threads) [n] 

WEAVING AEGINVW activity of creating woven materials [n -S]  

WEBBING BBEGINW woven strip of fiber [n -S] 

WEBSTER BEERSTW weaver (one that weaves (to form by interlacing threads)) [n -S] 

WEDGIES DEEGISW WEDGIE, type of woman's shoe [n] 

WELLIES EEILLSW WELLIE, Wellington boot [n] / WELLY [n] 

WESKITS EIKSSTW WESKIT, vest [n] 

WETSUIT EISTTUW close-fitting rubberlike suit worn in cold water by skin divers [n -S] 

WHARVES AEHRSVW WHARVE, round piece of wood used in spinning thread [n] 

WHERVES EEHRSVW WHERVE, wharve (round piece of wood used in spinning thread) [n] 

WHITENS EHINSTW WHITEN, to make white (of color of pure snow) [v] 

WHITEST EHISTTW WHITE, of color of pure snow [adj] 

WIGGERY EGGIRWY wig [n -RIES] 

WIGGING GGGIINW WIG, to provide with wig (artificial covering of hair for head) [v] 

WIGLESS EGILSSW having no wig [adj] 

WIGLETS EGILSTW WIGLET, small wig [n] 

WIGLIKE EGIIKLW resembling wig [adj] 

WIMPLED DEILMPW WIMPLE, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

WIMPLES EILMPSW WIMPLE, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 
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WINCEYS CEINSWY WINCEY, type of fabric (woven, felted, or knitted material) [n] 

WINGTIP GIINPTW type of man's shoe [n -S] 

WITNEYS EINSTWY WITNEY, heavy woolen fabric [n] 

WOGGLES EGGLOSW WOGGLE, ring through which Scout's neckerchief is threaded [n] 

WOOLENS ENLOOSW WOOLEN, fabric made of wool [n] 

WOOLERS ELOORSW WOOLER, domestic animal raised for its wool [n] 

WOOLHAT AHLOOTW one who works small farm [n -S] 

WOOLIER EILOORW WOOLY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adj] 

WOOLIES EILOOSW WOOLY, woolly (garment made of wool) [n] / WOOLIE [n] 

WOOLLED DELLOOW wooled (having wool of specified kind) [adj] 

WOOLLEN ELLNOOW woolen (fabric made of wool) [n -S] 

WOOLMAN ALMNOOW dealer in wool [n -MEN] 

WORSETS EORSSTW WORSET, worsted (woolen yarn) [n] 

WORSTED DEORSTW woolen yarn [n -S]  
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YAMALKA AAAKLMY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YAMULKA AAKLMUY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YASHMAC AACHMSY yashmak (veil worn by Muslim women) [n -S] 

YASHMAK AAHKMSY veil worn by Muslim women [n -S] 

YASMAKS AAKMSSY YASMAK, yashmak (veil worn by Muslim women) [n] 

YUKATAS AAKSTUY YUKATA, light cotton kimono [n] 
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ZAMARRA AAAMRRZ sheepskin coat [n -S] 

ZAMARRO AAMORRZ zamarra (sheepskin coat) [n -S] 

ZIPPERS EIPPRSZ ZIPPER, to fasten with zipper (fastener consisting of two rows of interlocking teeth) [v] 

ZOOTIER EIOORTZ ZOOTY, flashy in manner or style [adj] 
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